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Down Under And Out 2 
The Dark Destroyers 0

Possession: 52 - 48 (53-47) 
Chances: 3 - 5 (2-1) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Daniel Kibble  Fred West

A 2-0 victory from Down Under And Out puts 
them top of the table after week 3 and have 
yet to concede a goal.

Dark Destroyers are no poor opponents but 

have struggled to find that winning formula so 
far this season and although creating more 
chances, failed to 
penetrate (uurrrghhh 
gay word) DUAO.

Eighteen minutes had 
passed when Wayne 
Mangers long range effort found its mark to 
give Wookies side a 1-0 lead. Just 12 minutes 
later and DUAO found themselves 2 up with 
young striker Manger, having been put through 
my Vinnie Steele made it 2-0.

Destroyers tried hard during the second half 
and created many chances but could not find a 
way to come back which leaves Wookies side 
looking down on the rest of the league. 

Destroyers Lose Scoring 
Touch

The Dark Destroyers suffered their 
fourth defeat in a row earlier today, 

suffering a 2-0 setback at DUAO leaving 
Chieftan cursing his teams fortunes in front of 
goal - having failed to score since the opening 
game. DUAO - however - are the first team to 
score twice against the “Doom Merchants” for 
11 games.
Head-Coach Chieftan was left bemused by 
his teams failure to hit a cows ass with a banjo 
and said “Perhaps we need to take a leaf out 
of Thierry Henry’s book and start smacking 

it about when we get 
into the penalty area. 
We now have a week 
to prepare for our 
next game against the 
once-mighty Park FC 

and will be looking for a big improvement on 
our last visit there - a 4-0 hammering that still 
smarts from the opening game of last season”

5

Waynes The 
Main(ger) ‘Man’

Thank The Heavens
Above, The Rising Deck
Manage Their First Points
At Home To Egloshayle

More Premiership news inside . . .

theleaguesupreme
This Weeks WAG Is
Michelle Marsh, Will
Hainings Other
Half. Who?

One Point
Is Enough
To Put
Westcountry
Top

The Leagues 
newest star. 
DUAO’s 18 year 
old Wayne Manger 
with a beard he 
borrowed

Week Three and the Three 100% Teams All Lose Their 100% Record And Both Divisions Have New Leaders

“failure to hit a cows 
ass with a banjo”
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LS Premiership reports and reaction

Fish Chips and Extra Scraps 
Please

With both DUAO and the Destroyers 
opting for counter attacking styles 

of football, the game quickly resembled a 
tennis match, as the ball whizzed from one 
end of the pitch to the other and back again. 
As the best defence in the LS Premiership 
withstood barrage after barrage of attack from 
the Destroyers, it was 
18 year old DUAO 
striker Wayne Manger 
who stood out from 
the crowd with 2 well 
earned goals to no 
reply from the Destroyers. 

Manager Wookie was on hand to give us his 
verdict. “Another well fought match against a 
hard to beat team and a vital 3 points for us 
today. Although with today’s win we’ve risen 
to the top of the table, I won’t be changing my 
game plan. We’re just looking to survive the 
season and come out the other side with a 
good CR. 

Young Wayne deserves a special mention 
today. He came into the squad late last 
season and although we already have a trio 
of magnificent strikers, including arguably 
the best out and out striker in the league, he 
hasn’t been deterred by this and has fought 
hard to stand deservedly shoulder to shoulder 
with them. The lad is phenomenal; at the age 
of 18 he’s already scored 4 goals for the club 
in just 6 appearances!

Next up is a tough cup match against the 
Machine, which if I’m honest I could do 
without as we haven’t got the depth of squad 
to sustain a league and cup run. However 
it’s about this time in the cup campaign that 
the Machine usually bottles it and throws the 
match, so we’re going to hang in to see if  
here are any scraps to pick up.”

Town Halt Raiders 
100% Start

Temple Town  1
Irish Raiders  1

Possession: 50 - 50 (59-41) 
Chances: 5 - 6 (3-2) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Stanley Matthews  Rowley Milton 

It took a fellow Division One promoted team 

to halt Irish Raiders 100% start to life in the 
Premiership after Seymour Conden was 
Raiders saviour, equalising just seven minutes 
into the second half.
Temple Town, who have an impressive home 
record and who, themselves, have started 
premiership life admirably had the better of 
the first half in a fairly open contest.

After it looked as though both sides would go 
into the break on level 
terms it was the home 
side that stunned the 
travelling Irish when 
Hayden Rowsons long 
range effort found the 

target right on the stroke of half-time.

The premiership leaders came out a better 
side in the second half and took only 7 
minutes to equalise. Wesley Sellers creating 
an opening for Conden to head in an equaliser 
as honours were shared.

Long Hard Winter

TT turned the run of poor results 
around today against an offensive 

Irish team. Next weeks home game against 
Perry Men is already possibly a six pointer 

though, as even this early in 
the season both teams will 
probably struggle. 

Now the cup participation is over, we can 
concentrate on staying up and building the 
team. Zzzzzzzz!

Rising Deck Are 
Off The Mark

The Rising Deck  1
Egloshayle Park FC 0

Possession: 63 - 37 (64-36) 
Chances: 4 - 2 (2-1) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Robert Houdin  Neil Richards

The Rising Deck are finally off the mark 
with 3 deserved and hard earned points at 
The Orpheum at the expense of a stuttering 
visiting Egloshayle Park side.

Lance Burton got the home side off to a great 
start when his long range effort found the 
target after just 14 minutes play.

The Decks Lance Burton celebrates his opener and Decks first 3 points

“Wayne Manger - The 
lad is phenomenal”
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LS Premiership reports and reaction

Deck have been dominating games recently 
with little to show but today was their day. 
They dominated proceedings against Park 
and restricted their visitors to minimal 
chances. The Deck comfortably held on to the 
1-0 win which lifts them off the bottom of the 
premiership.

Good game, good game & 
poem time again !

Rising Deck Player/Manager/Durex 
complainer at distinct lack of length and 

girth of products constantly ‘Ian Mitchell’ today 
expressed his relief (not by hand!) at getting 
some points on the board at last in the League 
and followed with....
“It’s been a good 5 days for us that hopefully 
will give our League season a much needed 
kick. Having beaten TT away in the cup on 
Sunday, a side much 
respected especially 
as they had been 
unbeaten there the 
previous season, gave 
my side some much 
needed belief going into todays battle with 
Brother Beyond and his bunch of players with 
peni stunted at birth.
We’ve been a bit predictable with our 
formations of late so are deciding to 
experiment more in the hope of a solution to 
our shite start.
Thankfully my tinkering with the side (uuughhh 
sounds gay ) worked today and to beat a 
former title winner is always admirable.
It’s up to us now to kkep this mini run flowing 
and facing the vertically challenged brother 
again in the cup ties coming up will mean our 
physios will need to earn their keep to enable 
us to field strong starting elevens match in 
match out.
A little Courvousier is allowed to be consumed 
tonight in celebration of 3 points.

Thanks Wanks

This weeks winning Poem was phoned in at 
Radio Merlin at 6:30 this evening by lifelong 
season ticket holder 86 year old Ivanna 
Threesome from Ventongimps Cornwall.
Thanks Ivanna, a signed naked photo of 
‘Magic’ will be on it’s way to you pronto !

They tried so hard to start so well,
They tried with all their might.
Losing just their first two games,
Some said they’re fucking shite.
Then came the first round of the cup,
against great Temple Town,
But thanks to winning both the legs.
They don’t now smell so brown.
A League game next against his bro

Whose defence was the meanest.
So who would win this toughie test,
IAN !! WITH THE BIGGEST PENIS !!!!

Park Boss Called To The 
Board

Park boss Mitchell was called to the 
Board of Directors after todays 1-0 

defeat at Rising Cock to reassure the club 
that a change of fortunes is around the corner. 
Park have won only 2 of their opening 5 
games which is simply not good enough.

“Its not disastrous and is still early days and 
although the club has a defensive crisis 
we at the Park expect more. It has led to 
Deck calling us ‘a former title winner’ and 
Destroyers calling us ‘once mighty’ is very 
much past tense. Young Mitch needs to 

remind not only these 
two pricks but the 
rest of the league that 
Park are among the 
best around.” said a 
spokesman.

“I am disappointed today” said Mitchell “But I 
think to match the Deck on the pitch, I have 
to match them in the poetry area, I already 
surpass him in the pant area” he quipped. “So, 
here goes . . . “

My team have had a slowish start
But dont be fooled by that
‘Once Mighty’ said Destroyers, Dark
But he’s a f*cking twat

And as for Deck they won today
But the Cups a home banker
its common knowledge that Magics gay
small pricked, a f*cking w*nker

So as from now, the change starts here
theres nothing more to lose
whose best at poems? that Rising queer?
or me YOU f*cking choose !! 

Champs Are On 
The March

The Perrymen  1
Red Machine FC  4

Possession: 47 - 53 (42-58) 
Chances: 1 - 7 (0-4) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Patrício Salvador  Justin Bolam

After losing their opening day fixture the Red 

Machine are now full-steam 
ahead and showed their fire-
power against a struggling 
Perrymen side.

Good work from Justin Bolam after 35 minutes 
created an opening ofr Acacio Countinho to 
get the visiting champions on their way with 
the opener.

Just 2 minutes later Neil Stamford crossed for 
Bolam to score himself and only a minute later 
Bolam grabbed his second and Machines 
3rd with a superb long range effort in a 
devestating 3 minute spell which killed off the 
game.

A converted penalty from Geoffrey Finch 
after the hour made it 4-0 to the champions 
and confirmed 3 points would be heading to 
Couchies side.

Jeff Mayall grabbed an impressive consolation 
from a direct free-kick for Perrymen but by 
then the majority of fans, and players, had 
gone home. 

Destroyed by the machine

McFletch disappeared down the tunnel 
to the sound of boos from the home 

fans as The Perry Men sunk to new lows 
following a 4-1 defeat that see them go bottom 
of the table and contemplating life in the lower 
division. McFletch was unable to speak to 
reporters as he had lost his voice when he left 
the dressing room. Captain, Jeff Mayall stated 
that a statement to the press will be issued 
later in the week.

“my tinkering with the 
side worked today”
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Essex Wanderers 2
Westcountry Wanderers 2

Possession: 42 - 58 (44-56) 
Chances: 5 - 7 (3-4) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Jasper Tete  Cliff Hedge

Westcountry twice come from behind to thwart 
Essex at Rainham to grab top spot in division 
one.

Westcountry had the better of possession and 
chances at Rainham Marshes but it was the 
home side who opened the scoring. Jasper 
Tete setting up Alfie Horridge to fire home after 
a quarter of an hours play. The lead lasted 
barely 2 minutes before Kelsey Ballis set-up 
James Hitman Heywood for Westcountry’s 
equaliser.

Amazingly a minute later and the home side 
edged closer to the win when Rowan O’Neill 

crossed for Jasper Tete to grab his 3rd in as 
many league games and Essex’s 2nd in an 
explosive first 20 minutes.

Just when it looked as though Essex would 
inflict Westcountry’s first league defeat this 
season Gaspar Aguado crossed for Verissimo 
Mexia to head home an 82nd minute equaliser 
which proved enough ot take Westcountry to 
the top of the table. 

Honours Even In 
Topsy Turvy Game 

FC Wazzy  2
Hell Hounds  2

Possession: 57 - 43 (62-38) 
Chances: 4 - 4 (2-2) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Benedict Bayley  Bill Westcroft

Honours were shared at The Back Garden as 
both potential promotion hopefuls came from 
behind in this see-saw match.

Although the home side had the lions share of 
possession it was the visitors who were first 
to show. Edgar Meadows long range effort 
putting the visitors ahead after 16 minutes. 
Benedict Bayleys corner was converted by 
Duncan Dale just 3 minutes before the break 
to put the home side level right before half 
time.

Just 10 minutes into the second half and 
the home sides pressure paid off, Rodrigo 
Lamego putting Randall Blackburn through 
put Wazzy 2-1 up but the scoring had not yet 
finished.

With 24 minutes left Bill Westcrofts direct 
freekick made it 2-2 and snatched a hard-
earned point away from home for Hounds, but 
was this more a case of 2 points lost for Paul 
Warrens side. 

LS Division 1 reports and reaction

Westcountry Come Twice 
From Behind To Go Top

Top Of The Table. Verissimo Mexia 
celebrates his equaliser, alamringly 
wearing a Wolves top.
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Sexual Ealing 
Begin To Gain 
Momentum

Sexual Ealing FC  2
Down By The Trent 1

Possession: 50 - 50 (61-39) 
Chances: 5 - 3 (2-0) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Dave Grohl  Mikey Grainger

Ealing look to be gaining momentum in both 
Cup and League as they snatched Down By 
The Trents 100% start to season five.

Dave Grohl crossed for Marcos Canas to 
head home after just 26 minutes to put Sexual 
Ealing 1-0 up, a lead they took into half time.

Just 9 minutes into the second half and the 
division leaders were back on level terms. 
Zacharias Barkworth crossed for Dermot 
Haworth to head home at the far post.

Just 18 minutes were remaining on the clock 
when Krik Hammet crossed for Canas to grab 
his, and his sides second to grab all 3 points 
for Jareds rising side.

Change of position

Having spent a week on on top, DBTT 
slipped beneath the covers of the 

summit after their defeat to Ealing’s sexual 
outfit. Manager Jory, however, was far from 
downbeat commenting “ups and downs are 
inevitable, we will train hard in preparation for 
the Arse fanciers Wazza.”  

Muhrens Opener 
Dump Wellington 
Bottom

Super Blues  1
Wellington Wanderers 0

Possession: 54 - 46 (51-49) 
Chances: 4 - 3 (1-1) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Lester Tabbart  Ruben Benavent 

Super Blues are off the mark, and the bottom, 
after Arnold Muhrens solitary goal was enough 
to sink a Wellington side devoid of confidence 
and form.

There was little to choose in the first half 
between the 2 sides if it wasnt for Muhrens 
very early opener. Good work from Lloyd 
Grayson on the wing saw his cross met by 
Muhren to get the home side off to a 1-0 start 
after barely 2 minutes on the clock.

The match opened up a 
little more in the second half 
but neither side could create 
an opening to score from and so it ended 
1-0 to Super Blues, who leap-frog over their 
opponents and dump Wellington to the foot of 
the league.

Heroes to Zeroes

In just over 2 seasons Wellington 
Wanderers have seen success 

followed by crushing failure. They now sit at 
their lowest point in Eggmofo’s topsy turvey 
career, with the question being asked, can 
they get any worse???

Another defeat will plunge this once mighty 
team into a run that they may find hard to 
reverse.
 
Here we go!

TB was more than happy with a 
narrow win over recently relegated 

Wellington. In a very even game, Muhren fired 
home a great header to take all three points. 
The recent form shown in the cup victory 
against Wazzy has lifted the squad and The 
Blues are glad to get their first win in the 
league much earlier than last season. Both 
new signings had solid games at the back and 
up front and thsi wil hopefully drive us up the 
league.

LS Division 1 reports and reaction

Soccer Wag - Michelle Marsh - Will Haining (Morecombe)
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Rising Deck Cast 
Offs

The rumours are true. In view 
of Rising Decks dismal start the 
season, it was rumoured that Ian 
Mitchell had sent the core of his 

squad to a remote island to reflect on their 
performances.

Well, we at LS HQ can confirm that this HAS 
been the case. even better news is that the 
LS team have planted cameras on that island. 
You can see how The Rising Deck players and 
management got on on Channel 4, this coming 
Tuesday 24th at 11.05pm

Admin 

Ch4 admit cock 
up...Real footage 
found !

The Rising Deck publicity team 
would like to point out a mistake 
made 
by The League Admin/Channel 
4 who mistakenly chose a wrong 

documentary 
to be broadcast at 11:05 next Tuesday.
A ‘Deck’ representative went to Ch4 HQ and 
managed to borrow the 
correct footage along with a couple ‘slightly 
disturbing’ reels of 
‘movie making’ of other League Managers.
The Rising Deck 1st team’s correct 
documentary can be seen at:
www.xhamster.com/movies/157544/amateur_
campus_slut_fucked_by_the_whole_football_
team_-_snake.html

The 2nd piece of footage was one of 14 similar 
‘interesting cases’ 
that involved the mother of Robert Couch (last 
years winning League 
manager) and each reel had the date of each 
of his sides winning 
Thursdays of last season written on the side.
It can be viewed here:
www.xhamster.com/movies/129290/soccer_
mom_fucks_the_referee.html

The final piece of footage is of the Egloshayle 
Park manager and is of 
him at his prime (according to camera operator 
Mandy Hamilton)

This can be seen at
www.xhamster.com/movies/70457/very_small_
cock.html

Thanks to all at Ch4 for their lending of the 
tapes for League appraisal

MM
;)

Rising Deck
Rising Deck has been proposed 
as the New Poet Laurete.
I personally back him over that 
jumped up little Egg Shell park 

up start!

“Upstart”
–noun 1. a person who has risen 
suddenly from a humble position 
to wealth, power, or a position of 
consequence. 

–adjective 3. being, resembling, or 
characteristic of an upstart. 

–verb (used without object) 4. to spring into 
existence or into view. 
5. to start up; spring up, as to one’s feet. 

Park boss was surprised by the apparently 
hidden compliment by TT manager 
Hargreaves.

“I didnt expect it, but he is obviously aware (or 
predicting) our rise to the top” said a surprised 
Mitchell.

Egg Shell Writes 
Bollocks

What aload of old socks! No not 
the performance of TT, but Egg 
Shell’s words and writings.

Outburst From 
Northerners!!??

So Mr Egg Shell Shit, DUAO ar 
top of the league TT mid to lower 
table, we may say a word or two 
but we manage to beat most of 

the sourtherners!

You are the one full of 
mouse droppings!

Northern YAWN
Yet again, a boring press release 
from Tangerine Twat commenting 
on how well Northern teams are 
doing well AT THE MOMENT.

Do us all a favour, come back when either of 
you have actually won something of note (that 
means consistency and putting together a run 
of results).

Note - Previous league winners and previous 
cup winners in the previous FOUR seasons 
all Southerners, release a press release when 
you are CONSISTENTLY performing not only 
week in/week out, but SEASON in/SEASON 
out (that takes time and expertise big boy ;-)

This weeks TT lesson:

con·sis·ten·cy (k?n-sis’t?n-se) 
n. pl. con·sis·ten·cies
2.Reliability or uniformity of successive results 
or events: pitched with remarkable consistency 
throughout the season.

twat (twot) 
n. 1.Vulgar Slang The vulva.
2.Offensive & Vulgar Slang A woman or girl.

Goodnight Sports fans

11 games unbeaten
We have to look back to last 
season to see when the Irish 
team were last beaten 4-1 by 
FC Wazzy on 8th October. In 

this time they have been promoted to the top 
division and have had a good start getting 
them to joint top of the division.

“I am delighted with the run but to be honest 
these stats dont mean much to me, it is the 
points on the board that count for everything. 
We have another tough game this week away 
to DUAO and would be happy to come away 
with anything from this one”

There is a long season left for the Irish side but 
early signs show that they should be hanging 
around in the top division now for some time. 
Another fine 4-0 win against Super Blues 

Other News This Week
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should also see them through to the next 
round of the Cup next weekend.

Egg Shell Bore
Egg shell I would look back at the 
league winners and cup winners, 
but don’t forget I have only been 
in your league for this the third 

season.

So in two seasons, won the 1st division? Yeah 
the northern teams are terrible!!!

We will see at the end of TT’s third season.

Or . . .
. . . after FOUR seasons of TOP 
FLIGHT football ;-)

Not a lot...
‘I pay my VIP subscription - 
haven’t one a game in 10’ said 
McFletch in response to the 
assertions that VIP members 

gain advantage in Xpert Eleven. McFletch 
continued, ‘I was hoping in the absence of 
skill, tactics and luck it would be otherwise 
but it hasn’t benefited me at all. Still it’s only 
a couple of quid or so, we can afford it down 
south’

McFletch Confirms 
Genepool 
Contamination

Rumours had been doing the 
rounds for some time and at long 
last the cat was let out of the 
bag. McFletch in his latest press 

release stated that southerners could afford 
VIP status and thereby outing the big mouthed 
whinging Diminishing Spec Manager as a 
closet Northerner for being unable to afford 
said VIP status. 

For some time, people had marvelled at the 
“odd Mitchell out”. They wondered why he had 
so many qualities that his siblings didn’t show, 
for example; his lack of webbed hands and 
feet, his enormous cock in comparison to his 
siblings stunted todgers, his ability to master 

the finer arts of poetry, reading, arithmetic, and 
pigeon fancying. Also his failure to be attracted 
to sheep or to copulate with his sister at every 
opportunity, all traits his brothers excelled so 
well at. 

Now it has been confirmed that in the late 
sixties, the Mitchell clan suffering from a range 
of deformities from centuries of interbreeding, 
scoured the country in search of the finest 
human traits in existence from which to breed 
new stock. It was obvious that these traits 
could only come from the true northern grit.

Regardless of his Northern roots, it is unlikely 
that Diminishing Spec Manager will be 
welcomed home by the Northern masses as 
now his blood has been so severely polluted 
by the Southern gene cesspool.

Anon

Oh Dear!!
Dear Readers
I feel obliged to put pen to paper 
(or rather fingers to keyboard) 
to reply to a letter published 

previously by a something living - presumably 
- north of the Cotswolds. There appear to be a 
couple of abnomalities about the said article.

1. The writer appears under the illusion that 
the said “Mitchell” in question came about 
due to a forray into the nether-regions - sorry! 
Northern Regions I meant, in the late sixties. I 
can clarify that the said “Mitchell” was actually 
born in November 1971, which sadly means 
that the writer is sadly lacking in -
i, Mental Arithmetic, or
ii, Understanding the length of time of the 
pregnancy cycle for human beings i.e. the time 
from from conception to birth (approx. nine 
months), or
iii, Both of the above

2. The writer also makes references to 
“Copulating with their Sister”. As the Mitchells 
have no sisters this would prove to be quite a 
difficult task. Again this points to a sad lack of 
knowledge of the difference between males 
and females - Oh Dear - This even more 
worrying than I first thought!!

We must all remember though that this is just 
a sad example of what life is like in the North. 
(Us Southerners all need to count our Lucky 
Stars!).
There are - however, geniune reasons for 

this lack of intellect. We are 
lucky to have quality schools 
that delivered us (and our 
children in some instances ) a good education 
along with other valuable life-skills. There are 
others however who are much less-fortunate 
than ourselves living (or existing shall we say) 
in the North (who sadly won’t be able to read 
this. Thay will simply have to wait for some 
unfortunate visitor to their slum from a more 
respectable Southern town/city to explain it to 
them). These unfortunate souls have never 
experienced a “school”.
There are reasons why - sadly - this is the 
case -
Schools are needed - obviously - to cater 
for the needs and education of children. 
We - in the southern half of the country - live 
in a thriving family-orientated environment 
and as such there is a demand for such 
establishments. I -myself have two such 
children (as does brother MM) at these 
schools - and yes, these kids are mine before 
you ask because they are bright, intelligent 
and clever!
In the North though there are -sadly- no such 
things as schools. Simply because in such a 
“homosexual hotbed” there are no children! 
Even the women have a penis (some have 
two!). The odd child that may sadly exist in 
such a cesspit is immediately sent out on the 
streets to earn money in any way they can 
(pimps, prostitutes, rent-boys etc.). Anything 
they do earn taken from them by the adults 
to pay for their own sordid pleasures (why 
do you think Blackpool has its own “Pleasure 
Beach?”)
The letter also went on to mention the word 
“sheep”. This has - I have to admit - amazed 
me. Simply because sheep also do not exist 
in the North. We all know that sheep live in 
fields and - again sadly - there are none north 
of Birmingham. The only thing that anyone 
will see up there (apart from the tremendous 
travelling “Green Army” when the Pilgrims are 
in town) is the stuff which constantly pours out 
of their shit-stained noses (which - another 
sadly - forms about 75% of their daily dietry 
requirements)
Finally - as we approach the festive time of 
year and look forward to spending quality 
time with our family and friends may I ask all 
of you who live in the South of England to 
spare a thought for those of us less fortunate 
than ourselves, and to pour ourselves a drink, 
raise our glasses and say “Cheers.....TO THE 
SOUTH !!
Thank You for printing this letter. If anyone 
knows of someone who lives in the North and 
may have trouble reading or understanding its 
contents, tell them don’t worry - Argyle are at 

Other News This Week
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Preston on the 12th December so there will 
be an invasion of clever intelligent humans 
present to help and aid you. Just look for 
someone in Green.
Kind Regards and Seasons Greetings
The Chieftan

P.S. Happy Birthday MagicMitch. Have a large 
Courvosiour on me!

P.P.S. 4196 characters! Is this the longest 
press-release ever and can I have some more 
econs please?

This Weeks 
Magazine

Should have a feature pull-out, 
containing Cheiftans letter, not 
only for length (yes I think it IS 
the longest ever press-release 

and even longer than MMM’s (Magic Mitch’s 
Member)) but also for the travelling Green 
Army to give to their illiterate Northern hosts 
who, although are not doing as well as their 
Northern opponents, they certainly outclass 
ALL AWAY FANS in numerical superiority (look 
up that word in a DIC-TION-ARY Northerners) 
but also in voice and volume.

The Mangina 
Monologues.....& 
poem !

At last some good old northern 
banter is back !!
Well done Wookie ‘n’ Mr.TT keep 
it up !
I came up North to show them 

what a ‘REAL COCK FELT & TASTED LIKE’ 
compared to the local Ladyboys !

Happy Birthday to me,
Happy Birthday to me,
Happy Birthday Dear Magic
And MY MASSIVE COCK .
....(and balls !)

P.S. I’m flattered you need VIP to take me on 
instead of playing on fair equal terms

MM

;)

Does Anyone want 
Simms?

Before I put him on the transfer 
market, do any of you VIP’s 
(sorry rising deck) want to 
make an offer for my new 
signing Myles Simms? He is a 

4 skill, with intelligent & header & no negative 
qualities.

Back to more important business with my club. 
On Sunday we have the second leg @ home 
to Hell Hounds. It will be a bigger miracle than 
my last round effort to get through as they are 
a stronger team than TT. 

I also managed to scrape together my first 
league win of the season against one of the 
top teams in the division. One thing that has 
pleased me is that I have a high number of 
players contributing & as it’s a team game, its 
good news moving forwards.

Oh hear the bid 
from the meek and 
lonel.

Dear Sexual Ealing,
I offer you 3 whole english econ 
and 5 corona bottle tops that 
may possibly be exchanged for 
a further 10 econ at your local 

corner store (or 5 econ if the owner is a tight 
Northern C**T ) for the said player.
However you have failed to state whether 
he/she is a forward/defender/midfielder/
tea lady and this mayt effect my bid as our 
half time Earl grey is tasting decididly meek/
pisslike (perhaps it’s coz i’m VIP’less and 
therefore ‘Asda SmartPrice’ compared to VIP 
‘Twinnings’.

MM
;)

Other News This Week
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Home Advantages
The League Supreme Cup - Quarter-Finals 1st Leg

Round-Up
There were 3 home wins and a draw in the 
first leg of this seasons Quarter-Final 1st leg 
with not one away team grabbing a goal.

A goal in each half was enough for the Hell 
Hounds against Sexual Ealing. Callum 
Pemberton after 27 minutes and Bill 
Westcrofts direct freekick 5 minutes from 
time gave Matt Roses side a 2-0 advantage. 
Sexual Ealing will need another 2nd leg 
comeback special if they are to progress to 
the semi final.

The Red Machine dominated the match at 
home to Down Under And Out but could not 

manage to make a break through as honours 
ended even in a nil nil draw, a result which will 
favour Wookies travelling men after a brave 
4-4-2 formation.

At the Emerald Isle Division One side Super 
Blues made a good account of themselves in 
the first 45 minutes and held their high-flying 
hosts. The Raiders however upped their game 
in the second half and made their strength 
count. 

Second half goals from Kit Munroe, Gary 
Fortune and a brace from Seymour Conden 
should ensure the Raiders progress to the 
semi-finals.

Another side that can afford to take things a 
little easier in the second leg is Egloshayle 
Park. Matt LeTissiers opener after 14 minutes  
was enough to give Park a 1-0 half time lead 
and further goals from Paul Rowe and a 
freekick brace from Diddy Hamilton gave Park 
a 4-0 1st leg advantage.

Top Scorers

Diddy Hamilton Egloshayle Park  4
Seymour Conden Irish Raiders 3
Ben Windsor DUAO  2
James Heywood WWanderers 2
Roger Gidlöf Sexual Ealing FC 2
Acácio Coutinho Red Machine FC 2
Jonatan McGibbon Hell Hounds 2
Morris Swan Essex Wanderers 2
Gerardo Raposo Sexual Ealing FC 2
Jasper Tete Essex Wanderers 2
Derrick Sawyer Down by the Trent 2

Quarter-Final - 1st Leg

22/11/2009 Hell Hounds 2 - 0 (1 - 0) Sexual Ealing FC
29/11/2009 Sexual Ealing FC  Hell Hounds
22/11/2009 Red Machine FC 0 - 0 (0 - 0) Down Under And Out
29/11/2009 Down Under And Out  Red Machine FC
22/11/2009 Irish Raiders 4 - 0 (0 - 0) Super Blues
29/11/2009 Super Blues  Irish Raiders
22/11/2009 Egloshayle Park FC 4 - 0 (1 - 0) The Rising Deck
29/11/2009 The Rising Deck  Egloshayle Park FC

Two goal hero’s Seymour Conden (right) and Diddy Hamilton (left) 
help their sides to 4-0 home victories in the cup quarter finals
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IT’S SICK TO SEE and a 
poem !

“VIP is fucking corrupt and blatantly fixes 
results in favour of those buying into it !”,
was the opening comments from a very angry 
Rising Deck Player/Manager/honest and with 
morals big enough not to buy result favours 
boss Ian Mitchell today.
He proved the growing conspiracy within 
League Supreme that by parting with cash 
to buy VIP status you can hugely influence 
results by the following facts regarding todays 
‘stinking of fucking corruptness’ result in the 
cup 4-0 loss to Egloshayle :

1.) Both teams had a 3:5:2 formation (should 
prove equal ?)
2.) I correctly guessed the oppositions 
formation i.e. my team was therefore prepared 
! (SHOULD BE ADVANTAGE TO ME)
3.) Both chose to cheat
4.) Opposition chose offensive compared to 
my normal, back to equal then ?
5.) I chose win bonus (slight edge to me ?)
6.) Opposition chose pressure which means....
and i quote Xpert 11 rules
‘the disadvantage is that your players will get 
tired towards the end of each half especially in 
the second half because they will be chasing 
the player with the ball.’
THEY SCORED 3 times in the last 14 
MINUTES....! FUCKING CHEATING 
BULLSHIT !

As this blatantly proves if you don’t BUY 
into this ‘Supposed Free Equal League’ by 
agreeing to part with money for VIP then fuck 
you and your club.

By the way the ref was called Hugh Cango 
! Well Hugh Cango and stick the 2nd leg 
and your VIP up your corrupt asses. The 
Rising Deck NEVER wish to participate or be 
associated with BLATANT CHEATING and 
wish this to be our final season !

Heres your fucking poem, sent in by my 6 year 
son! Read it and spew Admin pricks !

VIP, VIP, VIP
It’s a money wielding song,
Not having it will make you lose,
And that’s so fucking WRONG!
CUNTS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
MM

Disgusted By Outburst

Egloshayle Boss was fuming at the way in 
which fellow manager Ian took his defeat at 
Egloshayle Park and pointed a finger at money 
oriented bribary, but he counted to 10 and 
spoke camly to reporters afterwards.

“VIP status simply gives you access to more 
stats, how you use those stats is up to you. 
FC Wazzy, Trent, Essex and Destroyers are 
not VIP members and are doing very well, I 
believe Red Machine even won the title whilst 
not having VIP status. Many times I have 
set-up my team what I feel perfectly and failed 
to win, its called an element of luck, if it was 
simply a case of tactics then xPert11 would be 
pointless.” said Mitchell.

“I took my defeat last week like a man, its 
such a shame others cant - its the behaviour 
I expect from Northerners. I could answer 

ALL of his numbered list 
with responses but I wont, 
I will add that I chose a more adventerous 
formation, attacking tactics, I was AT home, 
and ‘pressure’ also increases the the effect a 
midfield has on the match and man for man 
my midfield outclasses Decks. Im happy with 
my teams win today, but am aware it could 
go pear-shaped for me in the next game, and 
indeed any manager.” he concluded.
 
Park To Complain To Xpert 
Chiefs

“If having VIP status gives you an advantage, 
then where was my league win last 
Thursday????? Its a fucking fix, a scandal, 
a conspiracy” laughed League comedian 
Mitchell.

UEFA, FIFA, XPERT 11, 
PLATINI, BLATTER.

etc etc etc..it’s pointless arguing with them 
because they make the rules and thats that, 
like it or lump it. They will NEVER admit to 
inconsistency. We all see it week in week out.

Tonight Rising Deck Player/Manager ‘Ian 
(what satisfaction would i get from buying an 
advantage against an opposition) Mitchell’ 
raised his glass of Courvoisier in a salute to 
Mr.A Mitchell, Mr.Anthony Bulley, Mr.P Jory & 
Mr.P Warren, members proudly displayed on 
the ‘Wall Of Honest Honour’.

“Apparantly it’s down to luck, so what’s the 
point in training, selling, buying, tactics, team 
selection etc. What a waste of fucking time 
really !”

Apparantly it’s down to luck,
So why then fucking bother.
Give my cock a fucking suck
Then go and fuck your mutha !

MM
;)

“Its Like Baking A Cake . . .

. . . Its takes a little bit of everything, luck, 
fortune, training, tactics, form, first 11, squad, 
last seasons change report, squad building, 
players experience, not having an ageing 
squad . . . If winning games were based on 
poetry, you would have won the league and 
cup before a ball is kicked. Unfortunately for 
you its not”

The League Supreme Cup - Quarter-Finals 1st Leg

Park Cup Win 
Sparks VIP 
‘Conspiracy 
Theory’
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DUAO Keep Cup Hopes Alive

DUAO managed to contain last season league 
title champs, the Machine, on their own turf to 
take the deciding cup match back to Wookie 
Hole next weekend. 

“Another great result for our junior Cup team 
on Sunday, as they drew 0-0 away at the 
Machine. We’ve now played over 6 hours 
of football since conceding a goal in all 
competitions. The lads are gelling well as a 
team and the signs for the future of the club 
look very promising.

That said, next up we’ve got our very first 
clash with the Irish who have their very own 
goal scoring machine, Seymour Conden, who 
I’m sure will be difficult to contain.

Kitchen Nightmares and a 
word from Delia

Like baking a cake !

Well i had exactly the same ingredients, in 
the same oven for the same time but i didn’t 

splash out £6 for a fucking cookbook !
Someone from VIP opened the oven took my 
dish out , poured salt all over it, spat on it then 
put it on the top shelf and pumped up the heat 
to Gas Mark 9 ( that’s 475oF or 240oC !) to 
totally tamper and tarnish it till it was well and 
truly charred and inedible.
The other dish VIP took out and gave it to 
Gordon Ramsey to work his delicate mitts on 
, adding expensive spices and herbs before 
adding colourful garnish.
If Xpert 11 was a Restaurant i’d get told to get 
the fuck out of the kitchen !

The following is taken from Delia Smith’s 
‘Winter Warmers’ hardback and would 
make a lovely Christmas gift for that special 
Grandparent in your life.

To win a game you need to cook a lovely 
tasting dish,
But mine had been rubbed by a cunt and now 
tastes like fucking fish.
The other was like a Barbeque, nice smelling 
despite the smoke.
Just like a twelve inch throbbing cock, on it i 
hope you choke !

P.S. If all it takes is takes a 
little bit of everything, luck, 
fortune, training, tactics, form, first 11, squad, 
last seasons change report, squad building, 
players experience, not having an ageing 
squad . .etc THEN WHY BUY FUCKING VIP 
!!!!

MM
;)

Xpert 11
Paul Rowe - Egloshayle Par...
C Pemberton - Hell Hounds
Theo Walcott - Egloshayle Par...
Anders Svensson - Egloshayle Par...
Diddy Hamilton (C) - Egloshayle Par...
Matt LeTissier - Egloshayle Par...
Chesley Gellar - Down Under An...
Daniel Kibble - Down Under An...
Neil Richards - Egloshayle Par...
S Di Cintio - Red Machine FC
Patrick Koob - Hell Hounds  
Manager - CMitch Egloshayle Park 

The League Supreme Cup - Quarter-Finals 1st Leg

Comedy Corner
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LS Division One Stats

Week 3 Results
Temple Town 1 - 1 (1 - 0) Irish Raiders
Down Under And Out 2 - 0 (2 - 0) The Dark Destroyers
The Rising Deck 1 - 0 (1 - 0) Egloshayle Park FC
The Perry Men 1 - 4 (0 - 3) Red Machine FC

Xpert 11
Justin Bolam - Red Machine FC
Ben Windsor - Down Under And Out
Horace Logan - Red Machine FC
Robert Houdin (C) - The Rising Deck
Geoffrey Finch - Red Machine FC
Derren Brown - The Rising Deck
Neal Stamford - Red Machine FC
Neil Richards - Egloshayle Park FC
Daniel Kibble - Down Under And Out
Chesley Gellar - Down Under And Out
Uri Geller - The Rising Deck
   
Manager - Robcouch Red Machine FC 
            
Top Scorers
1 Geoffrey Finch MF Red Machine FC 2
 Justin Bolam F Red Machine FC 2
 Wayne Manger F Down Under And Out 2
 Acácio Coutinho F Red Machine FC 2

Week 4 Fixtures
Temple Town - The Perry Men
Red Machine FC - The Rising Deck
Down Under And Out - Irish Raiders
Egloshayle Park FC - The Dark Destroyers

One(s) To Watch:
Down Under And Out - Irish Raiders

With the previous 3 champions starting slowly both of these sides will 
want to continue their great start to the season and remain unbeaten 
after tomorrow. Raiders have started life in the top flight admiarably and 
deserve to be where they are. DUAO would be forgiven to think there 
chance at lifting the title had passed but they are there on merit and yet 
to concede a goal. Somethings got to give.

LS Prediction: I have to sit on the fence with a 0-0 draw

League Table
Team Pld W D L Diff Pts
Down Under And Out 3 2 1 0 3 7
Irish Raiders 3 2 1 0 2 7
Red Machine FC 3 2 0 1 3 6
Temple Town 3 1 1 1 1 4
Egloshayle Park FC 3 1 0 2 -1 3
The Rising Deck 3 1 0 2 -1 3
The Dark Destroyers 3 1 0 2 -2 3
The Perry Men 3 0 1 2 -5 1

Week 3 Results
FC Wazzy 2 - 2 (1 - 1) Hell Hounds
Sexual Ealing FC 2 - 1 (1 - 0) Down by the Trent
Essex Wanderers 2 - 2 (2 - 1) WestcountryWanderers
Super Blues 1 - 0 (1 - 0) Wellington Wanderers

Xpert 11
J McGibbon - Hell Hounds
R Blackburn - FC Wazzy
Cliff Hedger - WestcountryWand...
Terrence Crooks - FC Wazzy
Z Barkworth - Down by the Trent
Bill Westcroft - Hell Hounds
Stan Sharrock - WestcountryWand...
Mikey Grainger (C) - Down by the Trent
Benedict Bayley - FC Wazzy
Agron Behari - Hell Hounds
Gerardo Raposo - Sexual Ealing FC
   
Manager - Aotearoa Sexual Ealing FC 
                 
 Top Scorers
1 Jasper Tete F Essex Wanderers 3
2 Randall Blackburn F FC Wazzy 2
 Bill Westcroft MF Hell Hounds 2
 Harold Sully MF Essex Wanderers 2
 James Hitman Heywood F WestcountryWanderers 2
 Marcos Cañas F Sexual Ealing FC 2
 Dermot Haworth F Down by the Trent 2
 Derrick Sawyer F Down by the Trent 2

Week 4 Fixtures
Sexual Ealing FC - Super Blues
FC Wazzy - Down by the Trent
Wellington Wanderers - Essex Wanderers
WestcountryWanderers - Hell Hounds

One To Watch:
WestcountryWanderers - Hell Hounds

Although Wellington have had a surprisingly bad start to the campaign 
just who can grab this division by the scruff of its neck remains to me 
seen. Just 4 points seperate top from second from bottom and any team 
ready to embark on a 3 or 4 match winning streak could find themselves 
in the driving seat for a place in the Premiership. Who wins at the Cove 
between Westcountry and Hounds will take a big step towards that goal.

LS Prediction: Home advantage and experience pays dividends for 
Westcountry

League Table
Team Pld W D L Diff Pts
WestcountryWanderers 3 2 1 0 2 7
Down by the Trent 3 2 0 1 2 6
Essex Wanderers 3 1 1 1 3 4
Hell Hounds 3 1 1 1 1 4
Sexual Ealing FC 3 1 1 1 0 4
FC Wazzy 3 1 1 1 -2 4
Super Blues 3 1 0 2 -3 3
Wellington Wanderers 3 0 1 2 -3 1

LS Premiership Stats


